


This is the main menu screen. Each function has virtually unlimited storage 
capability
• Plans—upload overall fire plans for each park
• Units and RXs—upload prescriptions, maps, store all former and current RXs
• Burn history—a place to add a record for each fire by park and date
• Search Burn History—this is where it gets interesting

• Training and fireline prep—no longer used, these are tracked elsewhere



This is the place 
to enter data for 
each RX. Each 
park can have as 
many RXs as you 
wish allowing 
archiving of all 
fire information, 
including old RXs 
and burn unit 
maps. 

A major issue 
that most 
programs have is 
the lack of a 
central 
repository of 
historical 
information. 



Lots of info here:
Since this is a relational 
database most of these 
fields are linked to various 
tables. 

Links to the RX used
Links to maps
Links to personnel 

Can click on the hot links 
to pull up full copies of the 
RX and map

Permissions to change data 
are tiered allowing access 
at either the park, region, 
or division level to protect 
the data but allowing park-
level data entry. 



This is the search page.  Can be queried by day, month, year, park, wild or prescribed fire, and relative size of the fire. 

This is where all the background information entered by the field staff becomes really useful.  



Example query, all prescribed fires at Pilot Mt. in 2017.  All fires shown can be further investigated by clicking on the unit 
name that will call up all information related to that prescription name.  The burn summary will access a page with a 
complete burn history of that day’s fire. 



Directly from links in the fire history you can call up 
the RX used on the fire and any map that had been 
uploaded. 



From the burn map each fire is subsequently mapped in GIS linked to the fire database by date and park. Column on the right 
(gis_done) in the fire history let’s us know that the fire has been mapped in GIS.   



The Database contains complete information for 
all fires dating back to 2009. 

We can go back any time and add follow up 
information such as fire effects, photographs, 
news clipping, anything, for any fire.  
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